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Romantic Poetry 
 

Your Original Story + Original Lyrics & Music  

  

Do you want to enhance your romantic occasion by 

adding a heart-warming, personalized poetic 

performance? Then Custom Romantic Poetry, created 

by ShySpeaks is just for you. Let’s face it, it can be a 

difficult task to articulate the depth of your love story, 

and you’ve been told that “where you can’t find the 

words, music speaks”.  So you scroll your memory for 

a ready-made song that “fits” as closely as possible, 

but there’s always something a little off, music tempo 

or lyrics that don’t exactly match your experience.  Well 

Shy wants to create something timeless, magical, and 

“Just Right” for you.  

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS:  

1. Consultation.  Shy will personally consult with 

you and your significant other to gather all of the 

important details of your love story and experience 

as well as determine the unique feel and essence 

of the poem & music. Think of it as a fun interview! 

2. Compose. Then she will compose the tempo, 

melody, and write the lyrics. You’ll get to review it 

via email. After she receives your approval, 

ShySpeaks, will prepare her arrow.  

3. Create. Your poem is recorded, edited, mixed, 

and mastered in a recording studio.  

4. Capture. Shy performance LIVE at your 

event. (You can also add Video Capture) 

5. Conclude.  We’ll email you an MP3 version 

of the poem for your memento.              

(You can be mailed a hard copy of the 

USB/CD/DVD, with custom label & frameable lyrics 

sheet.) 

“Tailor-Made Poetry that Suits 

Your Romantic Event” 

With the power of music, personalized lyrics, and 

emotion the ambiance of your event will be set! 

Although the quality and experience as such is 

priceless, we’ve tried our best to provide an affordable 

price breakdown. 

INVESTMENT:  

$ 1250 – Exclusive LIVE Performance of your 

Tailor-Written Poem + MP3 version of the Poem 

That’s the standard rate for a testimony like this,  

“I never knew that someone could possibly vocalized 

poetically our love in such an elegant fashion that 

would bring me to tears as I listen to words spoken 

about our story individually and as one. Thank you.”   

Also Available Upon Request: 

Video Capture – Allow Shy & her own Videographer to 

capture the entire performance for an additional $250 

Hard Copy Keepsake of USB/CD/DVD including a 

custom label and lyric sheet for an additional $75 

Shy takes a LIMITED number of clients per year, so 

plan ahead and reserve your order well in advance. If 

you have any questions or would like to get started, 

send an email to romance@shyspeaks.com. 
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